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About This Game

An Old School Fantasy FPS

You find yourself on a small floating island. A grumpy old man introduces you to your new gained powers.
During the game you learn new spells by defeating increasingly difficult monsters.

The ultimate goal is to defeat the dragon to be able to return to reality.

The Survival Mode throws 20 increasingly difficult waves of monsters at you.
Fight for a highscore in the online leaderboard by surviving as long as possible!

Key Features

5 versatile spells as weapons

10+ enemy types in two unique environments
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Fully dynamic lighting and weather

No time wasted! Short, polished experience
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This is a really great game to play with younger kids. The back story is short but interesting, the voice acting is good, the
cutscenes are entertaining with excellent animation, and the controls are simple enough for beginners to easily pick up. At the
same time, the levels offer some varied and interesting mechanics that keep things interesting for more experienced players.
Lots of opportunities for multiplayer co-operation.

Overall the gameplay flows much better than other games targeted at the same audience like Disneyland Adventures or Pixar
Rush - it's just a lot of fun and a well polished experience. If you're looking for a fun co-op game to play with your kids you
should pick this one up!. great game ,recommend for anyone. Amazing art! And I love the choice/dialogue options. But
unfortunately I couldn't get invested in the story and characters. I really liked the setting right at the start, but when it moved on
to the old village and witchcraft I just quickly lost interest. I feel like the visual novel market has just become too saturated with
magic-related stories, particularly taking place in boring castles/estates/etc.. I found the writing to be very engaging and plot
very interesting. I wholeheartedly enjoy the concept of branching paths, which this game exploits at its leisure. I became a hero
in the end, thanks to my trying to talk a cult member out of a terrorist act and generally being your average joe. And, this should
be no surprise to my friends, I gave in to Lucy's temptations, thanks to my weakness for foregin girls.

Unfortunately, since this is a text-based game we have here, I could only muster one playthrough. It doesn't help that it doesn't
have a save game feature or chapter select. This is a picky comment, but it would've helped this game a lot and add some replay
value if it had a little more meat to it, made this into a longer story. Then again, you can only stare at text on a screen for so
long.

Regardless of my personal preferences, if you're looking for a game that's not at all asking for you to have the right graphics
card and a story that's particularly engaging, I'd say this would be worth your time.. This MOD is actually pretty good, There are
some new things to mess with. Puzzles are made by Mevious which also has made a lot of puzzles for Portal 2 and they are
Decent. If you enjoyed Portal, you will surely enjoy this as well.. Can I really slate a game that cost me only \u20ac3.99?!? Well,
here I go...

I sort of feel sorry for the dev here as I've read a comment of his where he stated that a change in graphics\/resolution would
require a whole re-write of the game engine. Well, he'd better get started on that re-write because without a change in the tiny
resolution, sprites and UI he is simply wasting his time putting any more effort into this game: it won't sell. Graphics generally
are not that important to me, but this looks like something that should be played on an Amiga 500 in 1994 with the old Philips
Monitor, not a modern PC, where 1080p monitors are the norm...but perhaps the dev is actually coding this on an Amiga 500
with the old Philips monitor in 1994!

In any case, the premise of the game is cool and I was digging the base building bit, which is reminiscent of the original UFO:
Enemy Unknown base building mechanic: You build improvements in each square to provide resources for your guys etc...

The tactical part of it is pretty ropey with zero difficulty curve. Perhaps I need to send all my guys out on the first mission?
Generally, I just send one as it's the first mission, simply a scavenging hunt and that should be a breeze, right? Wrong. My
soldier dude is no match for two little spiders, he can't kill a frickin' baby deer and he gets cold, weak and downright lazy after
about 2 turns. Also, there seems to be no escape except to fight once an enemy is on the same square as your little dude. Not
very tactical, is it?

I want to like this game as I think there are some interesting ideas but it just comes off as too amateurish to warrant any more
attention from me.

Dear Dev, get a free version of Unity and realise your ambition for this game. There is definitely a good game in here and I'm
sure there is a market for it, but it needs to have proper resolution scaling and some game balance.. Really cute game with
challenging and interesting puzzles! Art is really pretty and the take on the puzzles is really neat, an overall enjoyable
experience.. The dev team behind this game have been more active than the sum total of all the other games I own combined, it
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would seem. I'm sure that's not the case, but they're always working to polish this game (which is already amazing on its own)
and I'm glad that I chose to support them during early access. Check it out if you enjoy FFT inspired games with a unique take
on things.. It's Capitalism III. The supply chain is extremely complex. The attention to detail and micromanagement is awesome.
I made a mistake pulling an item from the wrong warehouse and lost a ton of money and share because I had switched shipping
and didn't sdelete the original shipping line. Overall not for the squeamish but it IS for the economy managers among us. kudos
to the developers. PS. LOTS of detailed reviews from others. Just buy it if this is your type of game, Expect to spend a lot of
hours playing. If they fix the production cycle it would be better but for now the production is so limited (4 PC operating
systems per day per factories) that you just get too frustrated and just stop playing. The core is good. They need to fix the basics
to make this game great.

Good luck 4/10
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Not worth the money.. To thoroughly enjoy this game you either need to be a child or maintain a sense of childlike discovery.
There is no objective, no score, no gameover, no win conditions, no time limits. This isn't even really a game. Cosmic Osmo is a
discovery experience that appeals to the humorous light hearted surreal nature of kids and those of us lucky enough to still be
kids at heart.

It plays much like a point and click adventure game, but without inventory or really plotline, your only driving motivation is to
see what you can find next. You are essentially an alien visitor to a very strange and exotic solar system, the home of the titular
Cosmic Osmo. You can use a spacecraft to navigate between multiple planets or use a very complex series of tunnels,
teleporters, and other surreal means of navigation to traverse around this highly entertaining landscape.

While the game certainly looks dated, the black and white cartoony style still maintains a lot of charm and is just as enjoyable
today as it was in the early 90s when it was first released. A really fun game to play with your kids or by yourself, you'll be
amazed that despite it's age this game contains a huge wealth of interesting and entertaining things to explore, ensuring that
you'll discover something new each time you play.. Wow, This Game is Awesome... I had alot of Fun with it...The Controls are
Easy to Learn and Work Really Well, It Doesn't take some gettting use to stirring with your Head. Where you look is where you
Go. Which, Works rather well I was Roaring through the Streets and Turning Sharp Turns bounce off of buildings or better said,
''Dragging My Face'' off of buildings...lol This Game is Good, It is Simply. But yet!, Hard. You have a Time Limit on your
Hoverboard's Remote Controller and the Robotic Birds Are Fast! You're Fast Enough to Gradually Catch up to Em'...It Would
of Been Nice, if they Gave you Some Boosters that Recharge to go even Faster. Because when you turn you slow down a good
bit...But, Once you're Going you are Going and it feels pretty Fast! Sometimes it lags a bit at High Speeds. But, No Motion
Sickness! But, I Really feel like I'm Flying.. I Felt Like the Green Goblin Ridng on his Hover Board and I Stole Spiderman's
Gun Hunting Trash Talking Robotic Birds...Note to DEVS: You Know If you just Gave Us a Rocket Laucher Instead and Have
The Robotic Birds Explode with Spectaclur Effects the Thrill of Hunting Down These Annoying Birds Would Be Much More
Fun! If you like High Speeds you'll Like This Game. Try Flying Low to the Ground and Dodging the On Coming Traffic..I had
a Blast! Just Flying Around is Worth the Money Spent! Really Cool Short Game! Decent Price Note: I got it while it was on
Sale! With Some More Work this Thing would Be Great! But, Overall, it is Good! Feels Like I Own A Flyboard for less than $5
Right On!. Nomad Fleet takes some of the best elements of Homeworld, Battlestar Glactica and FTL and puts it all together in
an easy to jump into space strategy game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVr_JiRhecU. This is one of the most absurd games of all time. You're a pair of legs... with
slots to mount guns and shields and regen powerups. That said, it's the most absurd game. Ok, maybe not the MOST absurd
game, but it's on the absird game list.

I was not compensated for this review. But if you want o compensate me, you may.. Wonderful sequel to Beat Hazard. Active
creator, listens to community. Supports open mic (spotify, youtube, pandora, etc.)

9.5/10. The good: I love party games. Chalo Chalo is a great party game. Had a blast playing it for about half an hour on a
friend\u2019s machine with a group of seven people at various levels of intoxication. The game was everything that was
advertised. Easy to pick up, everyone could get the controller app, and connect in under 5 minutes.

The bad: We had a few issues with disconnects mid-game and players' dots would just wander off the screen. Also, I get that the
devs are probably going for some aesthetic with the pastels for each player\u2019s dot, but half the players had a hard time
picking out their dot.

The unacceptable: One of our players was colorblind. The player couldn't tell the difference between the fast (green) and the
death (red) tiles. Considering that around 1 in 20 people are colorblind and the game is made for 8 players, the likelihood that
someone at your party is colorblind is fairly high. It is completely unacceptable that there is no colorblind palette option.

Add a colorblind mode. Add a mode with more distinct colors for the dots.

TL;DR: Chalo Chalo is a fun party game. It needs a colorblind mode or you won\u2019t be able to play it at parties.
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